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reflecting to the recent tourism industrialization process that
transform everyday life in Yogyakarta, one can see that the city
complexity that needs to be considered has not been fully
incorporated, causing tremendous spatial reconstruction that leads to
spatial segregation and fragmentation. such metropolitan problems
that also affected by the global forces can only be solved through
macro approach that offered by Complex Cities research group, as it
not only focused on the local intervention but also a general policy
that needs to be reconsidered.
in order to intervene this rushed globalization forces, the rising need
for spatial justice and equal participation become important. The
embedded residential model of Melayu’s society, kampung and its
community in Yogyakarta is become overwhelmed by the
uncontrolled and unplanned metropolitan development. Rising up to
3.5 million people, the only studio that able to explore such massive
population discourse is the complex city studio.
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The posed problem,

The co-creation of convivial city
reclaiming the right to the kampung in the touristic city
case study: Yogyakarta, Indonesia

Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Indonesia's development of real estate industry
is in drastic change during the recent 20 years
from its social reformation. one can barely see
that the growth of suburbanization and
agriculture land transformation due to its
neoliberalized economy has transform the cities
in unprecedented way. the developmentalist
perspective embedded in the urban agenda
seeks the profitable sector and exploit the good

business environment of the city, the tourism
sector in Yogyakarta.
To summarize, three main problems in
Yogyakarta is: The good atmosphere for
business, the indivertible transformation which
caused by it, and the resistance toward the
transformation.
Problem statement: Massive privatization and
business venture encouraged by the tourism
industry has transformed the city in an
undesirable way for the locals. A recent sporadic
development of high-rise building and expensive
economic center without a clear urban planning
and transparent decision-making has stimulated
a significant protest due to the loss of the
livelihood, control, and navigation in their living
environment. The city slowly become friendlier
for the investor rather than for its citizen; as the
inhabitants no longer have the right to their own
city.

research questions and

design assignment in which these result.

Main Research Question:
How can the conviviality concept bridge the
indigenous community and the tourism industry
in co-creating the friendly tourism kampung in
the Yogyakarta city?
sub research question:
SQ1: How the conviviality idea translated in the
urbanism discourse?
SQ2: Who are the responsible actors in
exercising the convivial tourism kampung?
SQ3: How the combination of the kampung’s
community with the tourism industry shapes the
city?
SQ4: What are the necessary spatial instruments
to co-create a tourism kampung?
Project Aim:
This research will aim to envision harmonization
of tourism industry with the autonomous
kampung to achieve the convivial city through
revitalization of public goods. Explore the
convivial network between kampung and
stimulate relational tourism with the encounterintensive public space.
keyword:
conviviality, autonomous, kampung, tourism,
public goods

Process
Method description
Theoretical analysis:

the theoretical exploration of three main concepts: conviviality, relational tourism, and autonomous
kampung.
Spatial analysis:
The exploration of the kampung spatiality to reveal the potential public goods intervention by locating
the community amenities and common land.
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Reflection
Relevance
Social relevance:
the pro-growth economic policies and the local autonomy government have give a way for the
privatization process as an optimist attempt to increase the number of housing, jobs, education, and
basic amenities at the local scale. but such optimism lead to the massive suburbanization and spatial
fragmentation generated inconsciously, producing the dystopian society that suffer massive
environment degradation such as loss of biodiversity and resource availability for public utility. the
importance to rethink on how the development should be oriented arise in respond to the incapability
for the society to participate and express their contextual aspiration in the existing exclusive spatial
planning that still crowded by international agenda such as globalization and neo-liberalization.
Scientific relevance:
even though there are strong critical discourse and legitimation that capitalist urbanism creates a
massive gentrification and expulsion, there are little translation that can guide the policymakers to
restructure the growth, especially those who hails from the global south. underlining the
multidisciplinary attempt, the bridging research from urban planning with tourism discourse would
enrich the vocabulary either for both discipline discourses and also a political orientation for the future.
this research aims to envision the alternative future of urbanization with the utilization of
contemporary industrialization of tourism.
The further contribution to the urbanism discourse is in the exploration of urban design and planning
of conviviality. Despite the friendliness and hospitality are always the major parameter that cited by
people when they have to describe the quality of the city, the discourse in conviviality is barely
explored in the urbanism science. Most people will use statement like “I like Barcelona, the people
there are really friendly” as an answer if they are being asked “which city you like the most?”, but in
the science of the city itself such simple terminology are being overlooked. In this thesis, the spatiality
and policy about conviviality are being tested.

Position:
Tourism is inevitable, the more transportation and information technology advanced, and the extensive
pressure to increase the global competitiveness, the more for the industry keeps growing. The aim of
this research is not to stop the tourism and repel the tourist and the investor, nor condemning and
close the city from the foreigner. The aim is to emphasize on the public goods and local needs to
balance the industrialization of the tourism, ensure the availability of collective resources and place of
exchange (culturally, commercially, or even pleasure) for any inhabitants without a slight exclusion.

Time planning

